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Case Study – Golden Hillock School, Birmingham (2012)
A site specific steel sculpture commissioned by Golden Hillock Secondary School, Sparkhill,
Birmingham.
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Brief
Following the sudden death of a member of staff, I was commissioned by Golden Hillock
School to create a sculpture to be the focal point of their newly created memorial garden.
Staff and pupils were keen that the work should reflect his personality and be positive and
forward looking.
It quickly became clear that this project required a sculpture which would make a strong
and dramatic statement, improve the environment of the school, foster a sense of identity
and act as a focal point for creative activities in the future.

Research and Engagement
As the underlying theme of this work was of such a personal nature, much of the initial
research was carried out through conversations and workshops with members of staff and
pupils. The culmination of this was a day long workshop which included informal group
discussions and practical work with air-drying clay.
During the workshop and research phases several key themes were identified :
•

•

•

Structure and materiality : It was felt to be very important that the sculpture have a
strong physical presence in terms of both its construction and scale. Several ideas
were suggested relating to engineered and industrial structures particularly aircraft
and wooden ships. There was also response to ideas of surface texture.
Formal Considerations : It was felt that the final piece should have a positive and
optimistic feel and balance a strong physical presence with grace, movement and
structural elegance. Many of the models produced in the workshop were based on
flowing, organic forms including flowers and purely abstract curves and tendrils.
Language : Another recurring theme, particularly in the discussion and research
activities was the importance of language and literature combined with a sense of
open minded curiosity about a broad range of cultural influences.

Design
The decision was taken early on to maintain an abstract formal approach to keep the
thematic content as universal as possible.
Calligraphy was chosen as the key design theme with important considerations being
strength, grace and permanence. I also wanted to create several layers of detail and
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complexity from the sweeping curve of the overall form, reminiscent of the stroke of a pen
or brush, to the irregular edges, based on lines of handwriting to the detailed variations in
surface colour and texture.
We also created a dedicated blog for the project as an accessible and interactive means of
documenting the work as it progressed.
http://ghssculpture.blogspot.co.uk/
The concept development process looked in detail at ways to capture the line and form of
written text, using both drawing and wire models. The structures developed at this stage
would later be cut into the steel.

Three outline concept designs were produced and submitted for consideration by the
school. These were selected to reflect various different aspects of the visual and
conceptual ideas raised by the workshops at the school.
After further consultation with the client a final concept was selected with incorporated
aspects from all three proposals which we agreed best reflected the overall vision of the
project.
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One of the original concept drawings

Materials and Processes

First full scale mock up
Several full-scale plywood models were used in the development process. This method
allows an detailed appreciation of form, space and scale not possible with other methods
and greatly improves the efficiency and productivity of the fabrication process.
The sculpture, which is free standing,
was designed to be inherently stable and well
balanced, ensuring that a safe and secure installation could be made without consuming a
large proportion of the limited budget.
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Fabrication involved several specialist processes. First a full scale drawing was used to
develop plywood templates which were transferred to steel plate for plasma cutting. The
whole sculpture was composed of more than 100 individual steel parts, each of which was
individually cut, ground and numbered.

4mm steel plate marked up for plasma cutting
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To facilitate handing, installation and maintenance the sculpture was designed in 4 main
sections, which could be bolted together on-site. The components making up each section
were assembled adjusted and tack welded together. Once they had been checked for fit
and symmetry structural seams were TIG welded.

Structural plates temporarily tacked to a base
plate for assembly
TIG welding is highly skilled technique, used in high performance industrial applications,
producing high quality welds with excellent cosmetic appearance. TIG welding was used
extensively for both structural and cosmetic welds in this project.

Test fitting the main structural sections of the sculpture
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The fan shaped rear sections were carefully built up with overlapping plates, drilled
bolted, clamped in place and welded together in-situ to ensure a perfect fit.

Individual parts were carefully assembled in place
prior to seam welding

As each section was completed the entire structure was assembled using high tensile
stainless steel bolts. Once fully assembled the edges were trimmed and detail added with
a plasma cutter.
Once assembled the main sections had temporary lifting eyes welded on at strategic points
to allow them to be easily craned around the workshop and safely suspended in
convenient orientations for welding and grinding. These were ground off just prior to
finishing
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Cutting the fine detail into the edges of the sculpture

Further surface detail was welded onto the surface along the central ridge. The ridge itself
was built up with several successive layers of weld to create a smooth transition, this was
then carefully ground to blend it into the rest of the structure, creating a smooth, tactile
surface, blending into the deeper texture.

Hannah applying surface texture to the spine with a stick welder
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The final finishing process was to oxidise the surface and then stabilise it, first by several
layers of Tung Oil which penetrate and stabilise the oxide layer and then multiple layers of
micro-crystalline wax, applied and buffed by hand, to create a durable and tactile
protective layer which brings out the full range of colours and textures inherent in the
steel. This results in a vibrant and dramatic palette of colours and textures with a tactile
and organic surface texture. It requires minimal long term maintenance, is resistant to
vandalism and accidental damage and will improve with age and natural weathering.

Applying the final fiish to the patinated surface
outside the workshop

The expected lifespan of the installation is well in excess of 20 years with straightforward
annual maintenance.
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The finished sculptue delivered and installed just in time
for the start of term

Time-line
The deadlines for this project were very tight as installation needed to be completed before
the start of the autumn term. The detailed design and fabrication was completed in just 6
weeks.
June
26th June :

Initial Project meeting

July
11th July :
12th July :
16th July :
20th July :
30th July :

Group discussion and practical workshop with pupils
Concept design started
Submission of concept design proposals
Design chosen for detailed development
Completion of pre-production concept and technical design

August
Week 1 :
Week 2 :
Week 3 :
Week 4 :

Construction of patterns, jigs and full-scale model
Cutting, preparation and welding of parts and sub assemblies
Assembly and welding of structure
Final finishing and installation
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Sustainability
•
•
•
•

•

Steel can be recycled indefinitely and contains a high proportion of recycled
material.
Cutting schedules were carefully designed to minimise material wastage and all
scrap is retained for use on future projects.
The welding and cutting equipment used is based on the latest energy-efficient
inverter technology.
The finishing process minimises the use of energy, solvents, petrochemicals and
harmful substances especially compared to alternatives such as paint, lacquers or
plating.
The installation is designed to have a long service life with minimal maintenance
requirements, ensuring the most efficient use of energy and resources over it's
whole life-cycle.
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